Volunteer Forum: The Student Experience


Meaningful Engagement
Leah Yingling, CIT ’13, Material Science & Engineering/Biomedical Engineering, Community Advisor for Morewood Gardens, Semiconductor Research Corporation Fellow in Biomedical Engineering Research, Vira Heinz Women in Global Leadership, Girls on the Run, 2013-14 AmeriCorps/Pittsburgh Health Corps Service Member

In the Moment Part 1
Joe Frick, DC ’13, Head Orientation Counselor for 2013 Orientation, Sigma Chi, SPIRIT Buggy, WRCT Radio

Vocal Performance
Emily Carr, CFA ’16, School of Music Vocal Performance & Music Education, Kappa Kappa Gamma, Explorers Club & Orientation Counselor

Campus Impacts & Connections
Hira Ahmad, CIT ’14, Mechanical Engineering, Community Advisor Shady Oak/Neville, Resident Assistant, Muslim Student Association, cmuTV

In the Moment Part 2
Sun Bin Yim, CFA ’15, Architecture, Head Orientation Counselor, Kappa Kappa Gamma, American Institute of Architecture Students

Dance Performance
Katya Stepanov, CFA ’13, Drama/Acting, Andrew Carnegie Scholar, Moscow Art Theatre, Rhodopi International Theatre Laboratory, In the Basement Theater Company

In the Moment Part 3
Ashley Reeder, MCS ’14, Chemistry/Hispanic Studies, Head Orientation Counselor, Vice Chair of Student Senate, Highland Ambassador, Global Medical Brigades, Kappa Kappa Gamma

Student Leadership
Ahmad Al-Salama, CMU-Qatar ’13, Computer Science and minor in Business Administration, Recipient of the 2013 Student Leadership Award, Qatari Student Association, CMba, Computing Club, Student Ambassador, Represented the Youth at United Nations Alliance of Civilizations conference

Multicultural Education & Service Learning Intersections
Juan Acosta, DC ’15, Professional Writing & Hispanic Studies, Pre-College Assistant Director, Juntos (international service-learning organization), Studied Abroad in Cuba

In the Moment Part 4
Christine Sidoti, CIT ’14, Chemical Engineering/Biomedical Engineering, Head Orientation Counselor, Kappa Kappa Gamma, Emerging Leaders Mentor, Habitat for Humanity

Dance Performance
Sam Ahmed, CFA’15, Communication Design, Dancers’ Symposium, Scotch’n’Soda, Delta Tau Delta

For more information regarding multicultural initiatives at Carnegie Mellon, please contact M. Shernell Smith, Office of the Dean of Student Affairs (mssmith@andrew.cmu.edu), 412.268.2075 or visit www.studentaffairs.cmu.edu/multicultural